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Abstract 
 Data storage in the cloud is becoming a norm as it is been driven by the advantages offered to users and businesses in terms of productivity, efficiency and cost savings and simply based on the fact that information can be accessed from any mobile device anywhere in the world. Users agree to use online storage knowingly and most times unknowingly, since most of the operating systems and mobile applications nowadays inherently require the usage of cloud to give access to functionality and convenience to the users. There are various kinds of collaboration apps, file-sharing apps and content sharing apps in the market and as part of normal workflow users store sensitive data in these apps unaware of security or compliance risks this may create to users or their organizations.  Some of the data uploaded to file-sharing services contains Personally Identifiable Information or PII (social security number, phone numbers, address, etc.), Health Information (diagnosis information, patient medical records, etc.), Payment Data (credit card numbers, bank account number, etc.) and Confidential Data (business plans, trade secrets, patents, etc.). Most of these are shared in the cloud in the form of documents, majority being Microsoft Office and PDF[1].  This research is focused to tap in to different aspects of security requirements to securely store, share and manage the documents in the cloud. System has been designed and built which addresses the encryption of documents using PKI, secure storage in local and remote servers, document sharing, authentication of authors, authorization of recipients, digital notary service and proof of content/existence of a document at a given time.      
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 Mobile devices have revolutionized the ways we have been using, living and breathing technology in an unimaginable ways. With this revolution users have been led to use the cloud based services more and more, so that it is easier to access information from any device anywhere in the world. Data storage in the cloud is one of the major services users are offered which reduces cost for backup and storage, enhances sharing and collaboration and  increase accessibility from any mobile device though an Internet connection. Internet giants like Google, Microsoft and Apple are already in the market providing various functionality in this area.   But what really happens to these high-flying data files stashed in the cloud by millions? Who really have control of data? And is it secure enough? From the initiation security has been one of the major concerns for individuals as well as companies who use these could services. We are now seeing that customer information, trade secrets, financial and health related sensitive information have been stored in servers outside the control of the data owners or managers for the first time in history. The problems tend to grow when things go mainstream and we clearly see growing number of security related issues and attempts by hackers on some of the major could services.  
 
1.1 Problem Statement 
 Data storage in the cloud is becoming popular every day and it is a necessity due to many advantages it offers specially for the mobile users. Security is one of the major concerns when it comes to storing and sharing documents with multiple users. Furthermore, ability to demonstrate the ownership of a particular document, proving existence of a document at a certain time, and ability to check the integrity of the document are also becoming equally important for sensitive documents.   
 
1.2 Goals and Objectives 
 Goals of this thesis is to address some of the main security aspects of document storage in the cloud, sharing documents with multiple users and provide proof of content of the document. System is built to address security of documents when stored in the cloud from different aspects, so that it gives a complete set of security functionalities.   System is a Java Web application using Java Server Pages (JSP) based on PrimeFaces  and Java Servlets. Security mechanisms were implemented using SecLab cryptographic libraries. Project is deployed using Apache Tomcat  server. Application is built so that it can register users, encrypt/decrypt the files using PKI, upload documents to local or in Google drive, share documents with multiple users and also able to verify the proof of existence of a file which provides wide range of security functionalities. 
   
1.3 Research Methodology 
 This thesis is based on design science methodology where iterative approach is used in developing the document sharing solution. Development process iterated between literature study, analysis and designing successive prototypes and evaluating in the real life context to understand the behavior of the system.   Process started by wide exploration of area of document sharing in the cloud. Different types of similar application offerings by various vendors were analyzed with their capabilities and their security issues. Identified gaps were analyzed and design suggestions were then transformed into system design. Focus was given on improving 
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specific aspects of the document sharing solution based on the scope and time constraints, such as designing and implementing activities.  The proposed system has the following features:  1) Ability to register new users 
2) Ability to encrypt/decrypt documents using PKI 
3) Ability to upload and download documents securely 
4) Ability to archive the uploaded documents to a public server securely 
5) Ability to share of document between authenticated and authorized users 
6) Ability to prove the existence of a document 

 
1.4 Research Scope and Limitations 
 Cloud storage ecosystem is quite large in terms of vendors, such as Microsoft , Amazon  and Google , just to mention the main ones, as well as in terms of architecture and variety of functionalities offered by them. Therefore, it is unfeasible to incorporate all the functionality and benefits into consideration when designing the system. Some of the evaluated solutions were architecturally different where Amazon S3, Google Drive, Microsoft Sky Drive and Own cloud were designed with client and server based model and projects like storj.io operate on a P2P node based sharing model. It also varies on how the file is synchronized between users and servers. In some solutions full file is synced as a whole where others were taking the approach of syncing segments of the file.      However the system developed in this research has a client- server based model. It is a full file synchronization based solution which covers main stream functionality which is used by majority of vendors analyzed in this research. When it comes to integration to public server GoogleDrive was selected as it was one of the most popular public servers. Integrations to other major public servers like Amazon S3, Microsoft SkyDrive and Apple OneDrive can be done similar to the Google Drive implementation through their  used a well-known https://blockchain.info[2] API to POST to Bitcoin Block Chain.   
1.5 Audience 
 This research covered many security aspects of document storage in the cloud. Registration of the users using the email address and password, generation of the key pair, proxy server sending the public key to CA server and receive user certificates, store document with encryption in proxy server or remote server like Google Drive, sharing documents with other registered users and prove existence of a document (notary service). This research would benefit organizations and institutions who are interested in a complete set of security features that can be used to share documents in the cloud and to see how each security function can complement each other to close the security gaps in some of the solutions in the market.             
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Chapter 2: Background 
 Comprehensive overview and analysis of existing solutions were performed as part of the literature study. Several market leading document storage solutions were chosen and analyzed and based on the functionalities, differences of existing solutions were identified.  Literature study and development of the system was carried out iteratively based on the problems raised due to technical and conceptual difficulties. Background gives a brief description on the overview analysis and technologies used.  
2.1 Overview and Analysis of Existing Solutions 

There are a number of leading commercial products and the way they manage the storage securely in the cloud. It's important to check the direction they have taken and investigate their customer offering in order to understand the functionality of a good document sharing solution. As one of the leading products Amazon S3 (S3: Simple Storage Service)[3, p. 3] uses a client-server based solution enabling both client and server side encryption. The solution gives several different choices in key management. 
1. Client can use 'Amazon S3 Encryption Client' to encrypt data before uploading to the Amazon S3.  2. Server side encryption is also possible and there are three ways to manage the encryption keys. 

SSE-S3: Amazon S3 will encrypt the data at server side and manage the encryption keys for the users. 
SSE-C:  Uses a custom encryption key provided by client and when client upload the data client needs to simply upload the encryption key in the upload request and Amazon S3 encrypts the data and stores the data and discard the key. Similarly when retrieve user needs to upload the custom key and Amazon S3 decrypts the data as part of the retrieval process. 
SSE-KM: Uses server side encryption with key management service. KMS provides additional security when it comes to using of separate master key, audit trail and compliance to PCI-DSS, HIPAA/HITECH etc. 

In the 1st point client is responsible to store the cryptographic keys where server has no control if user loses the keys accidently or otherwise. This is a big disadvantage, so in System, the proxy server takes the responsibility to keep the keys and certificates securely at server side. Another, Storj.io [4] project is opting for decentralized cloud storage rather than a centralized storage unlike the Amazon S3. Storj is developed based on block chain technology and using peer-to-peer technology to provide a secure private cloud storage where storage is shared by the community. It uses Bitcoin-inspired features like a transaction ledger, public and private key encryption, and cryptographic hash functions for security. Storj is also a platform, cryptocurrency, and suite of decentralized applications where it cannot be monitored or have a down time. The platform uses a concept called 'Drive farming' where users can rent out extra hard drive space. This space would store small encrypted 'shards' of user files. This means that no farmer holds the entire file and because of the encryption they cannot read it anyway. If there is an attempt to modify 'shards' then it will fail and malicious node will be dropped, but the network would find another location to share/store the 'shard'. Storj platform is maybe the future of cloud 
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storage and there is already an app called Metadisk to store upload files to the platform and also API is already available to be used. Thirdly,  Dropbox [5], GoogleDrive [6], Microsoft OneDrive[7] and SugerSync[6] all have functionality to store data server side encrypted with AES-256, some of the client solutions like Boxcryptor[8], Couldfogger[9] and Viivo[10] can encrypt data in the client side and use the server solutions like Dropbox, Google drive, Sky drive and Sugersync to store data in the server side. Finally, Owncloud [11] solution another commercial solution use server side encryption using their own model (see figure: 1). First for each user they generate strong public and private key pair. And when user try to upload a file they generate 32byte base 64 encoded ASCII key for each file which is called a 'file key' and they encrypt the 'file key' with users public key or the public keys of the users who would have access to the file where you would get set of keys which they call 'shared keys'. System encrypt the file with file key using AES-256.Once user or shared user need to download the file first they need to decrypt the 'shared key' with user private key and then decrypt the file using the matching 'file key'. 

 
Figure 1: Owncloud Data Encryption Model 

 
2.2 Full file vs Segmented Synchronization 
   Full file synchronization is partitioned in to two stages. They are simply upload and download. Entire file must be uploaded to the server and committed to the data base before any other clients could know of its existence. In other words basically full file should be uploaded before it is downloaded.  Segmented synchronization is quite different to this where file content 'stream's though the servers and between clients. Servers or other shared users would know the file existence before the full file is downloaded to each user, since file segments are synchronized between the servers and shared users.   
2.3 Centralized vs Decentralized Cloud Storage 

Centralized cloud storage is typically client and server based.  There are few downsides to the centralized storage. Oserver is crashed or destroyed, data you have stored would be unavailable or forever lost. Second drawback is that your data can be detected, since you store data in the server. If 
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the data is not secured using a client side encryption method, then you have no control over the data and 3rd party can view the information. Most popular centralized cloud storage solution are Amazon S3, Dropbox, Microsoft SkyDrive, Apple OneDrive and GoogleDrive.  Decentralized storage is usually Point-2-Point network including protocol and cryptocurrency to manage the network. Files are divided to multiple parts and each of these parts are encrypted and stored in the network. Users can verify themselves and their ownership of data and use a token to access the data. These decentralized solutions typically reward nodes giving storage and bandwidth. Some of the decentralized cloud storage solutions are Storj[4] and Maidsafe[12].    
2.4 PKI for Document Sharing In the Cloud 

One of the requirements of individuals as well as organizations in the modern connected world is to share data with others in a controlled manner. This requirement has driven the development of collaborative systems, but it raises the question of how to securely share data that is stored in cloud services in the context of collaboration[13]. Access control mechanisms have been successfully used for controlled sharing of data and PKI [14]is used to securely sharing documents, where data can be encrypted using public key of another user who can decrypt the data using private key. This solution is not scalable since this requires the whole document to be encrypted by the public keys of the shared users. When the size of the documents becomes large this is inefficient.  The alternative that was taken in the research was to not to duplicate the documents shared with the users by storing the document solely with the owner and protect the document with owners credentials even when the document is shared.  Sharing of the documents with multiple of users is fully handled by the system itself, so the file when downloaded by the shared users. However, better alternative scheme is proposed in the recommendations and future work section which can be implemented in the future.    
2.5 Storage in Local Proxy Server Vs Google Drive 

System is designed so that users can make a decision to store the file in locally or remotely (see figure: 2).This decision can be taken based on the organizations classification of the document. Some organizations do the classification of the documents using metadata tags or running business rules against the content of the document. These classification levels would determine the encryption/security level and correct storage tier[15], moving it from expensive high performance online storage to cheaper local storage.  If organizations use Meta data tags or business rules to do the data classification, System can be used to automate the process of determining the correct storage tier and storing the documents according to the classification levels which can save lot of money wasted on expensive storage and also adhere to the company security policy and compliance. This feature is proposed in the future work section for future research.       
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 Figure 2: Storage in Proxy Server Vs GoogleDrive 
 
2.6 Proof of Existence of a Document 

Proving existence of a content at a given point of time is very useful for many professionals like attorneys, entrepreneurs, police and many organizations. Person can use a block chain timestamp to prove that the document submitted to the grand jury at prior point of time is the same unaltered document. For this purpose online distributed proof of existence for any document can be done using the Bitcoin network. The basis of this process is that any document can be certified via embedding its SHA256 digest in the Bitcoin block chain. This is done by generating a special Bitcoin transaction that encodes/contains the hash via an OP_RETURN script. This is a Bitcoin scripting opcode that marks the transaction output as provably unspendable and allows a small amount of data to be inserted, which in our case is the document's hash, plus a marker to identify all of our transactions[16]. Once the transaction is confirmed, the document is permanently certified and proven to exist at least as early as the time the 
transaction was confirmed by the Bitcoin network. Bitcoin transaction is an attempt to change the ownership of some quantity of Bitcoins (see figure: 3). Block chain is a record of successful Bitcoin transactions to date. There are many standard and non-standard transaction types that was accepted by the Bitcoin block chain. Bitcoin uses a scripting system for transactions. Script is simple, stack-based, and processed from left to right[17]. For example, Script for a typical Bitcoin transfer to  simply encumbers future spending of the Bitcoins where the spender must provide a signature to show evidence of the private key corresponding to the public key just provided. Scripting also provides the flexibility to change the parameters of what's needed to spend transferred Bitcoins. For example, the scripting system could be used to require two private keys, or a combination of several, or even no keys at all[17]. There are number of standard and nonstandard transaction types which are used in the Bitcoin network and we discuss further transactions types in section 3.3. 
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 Figure 3: How Bitcoin Transaction Works [16] 
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Chapter 3: Security Architecture and Design 
 This chapter provides a short overview of the security architecture and design of the system. BIX system was a security platform implemented by SecLasecure email, secure chat, secure wallet functionality is developed. System is built to be integrated into the BIX system. Architecture and design decisions of System were taken based on overview and analysis of the existing solutions and also the research on the technologies and concepts.   
3.1 System Architecture 

BIX system(see figure: 4) is a platform hosting many services like secure email, secure chat, secure wallet and secure document sharing system, developed as a part of that platform. The solution is hosted in a web/proxy server and use Mysql DB and CA servers. The secure document sharing system design was addressed in three phases. First to develop the core of the system which is to develop a solution to securely store the documents using PKI. The second sprint is to integrate Google drive and the third to integrate with the Bitcoin block chain.     

 Figure 4: System Architecture 
 
3.2 Google Drive Integration 

We have analyzed some solutions which encrypt the data on the client side and use a third party server to actually store the documents. GoogleDrive integration was used to validate the use of seamless integration from system to GoolgleDrive.    
3.2.1 Authorization Configuration of the Application 

All requests to the Google Drive API should be authorized by an authenticated user. There are two ways in which an App can be authenticated to use Google Account 
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and consistent though devices and removes the burden to remember another username and password[18].   All apps should follow the listed steps to authorization. 1) Register the application in the G  using a Google 
account. (see figure: 5) 

 
2) ) 

 
 Figure 6: Application Origin and Redirect URI  

3) If required grant other users user access to application using the main Google 
account. (see figure: 7) 

 
Figure 7: User Permission 

 
Figure 5 : Google Developer Console 
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4) If the user consents, your application requests and receives credentials to access 
the Drive API. 

5) Refresh the credentials (if necessary). 
 

3.2.2 Server Side Authorization of Requests 
When user tries to store or download a document in the GoogleDrive for the first time user must present account access, meaning that he should first login to his account (see Figure: 8) and then secondly user is presented with dialog to grant access the Google drive (see Figure: 9). after this initial authorization user is only presented with permi    

        Figure 8: User sign-in                                                Figure 9: Access to Google Drive                       
Initial user sign-in returns authorization code  if the sign-in is successful. This authorization code is a one-time code that can be used to get an 

oken if the old one is expired so application is designed to store the refresh token in the DB. 
Authentication data is stored in the bixGoogleUsers table of the bixSystem_db. The table columns are: 

google_id  a google user identifier 
bix_id  a system user identifier 
email_address  represent google drive email address. A user can registered 
using non-google email account, or user can have several google email accounts. 
In this case, the current email address and system user's email address can be 
different. 
refresh_token  a token used to receive a new access token to authorize to the 
user's google drive account. 

3.2.3 File Sharing in GoogleDrive 
System was designed so that the original file is always kept with the owner. The same concept is applied for file sharing in Google drive where user can share the file in Google drive with other users, but the original file is never copied to any of their Google drive spaces, but the shared users should provide access to their Google drive in order to download the file. 
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 For e.g.  1) User A uploads a document to Google Drive. User B has already provided access to his Google Drive and when User A shares the document with user B, then the file will get shared and user B can download the file without giving his credentials.  2)  User A uploads the document to Google Drive. User B has NOT provided access to his Google Drive and when user A shares the document with user B, then the file sharing is skipped until user B finally grants access to the Google Drive.     
3.3 Integration with Bitcoin Block Chain 

When a document is shared in the cloud, it is usually hard to prove data ownership. Sometimes it is necessary to demonstrate the data ownership without actually revealing the data like copyrighted material, patents, etc. Similarly, when the file is shared or uploaded to the cloud it is tough to prove that data existed at a certain time and also the integrity of the document itself.  Bitcoin network is one of the solutions used to generate a special transaction that contains a hash of the document via an OP_RETURN script in order to permanently certify that document existed at the time of conformation of the transaction embedded in to the Bitcoin network.     Most popular transaction type (99% of all transactions) in the block chain use a 
OP_DUP OP_HASH160 OP_DATA_20 OP_EQUALVERIFY 

which is standard way to send Bitcoins to a single address, known as pay 
to pubkey hash transaction. These scripts which are called OPCODES make transactions flexible to change the parameters of what's needed to spend transferred Bitcoins[17]. In this research we have used null data scripts that begin with the OP_RETURN opcode. It 
allows the creator of the transaction to include some arbitrary data in the block chain by paying the transaction fee. To store the documents OP_RETURN 

is used where 40 bytes of data can be stored in the transaction.  
 

3.3.1 Proof of Existence Solution Overview 
 Bitcoin network is used to store the proof of existence of a document which gives 
anyone.  In the API given in proofofexistence.com there are two POST requests [16].   1. https://www.proofofexistence.com/api/v1/register: used to register a new 

document's SHA256 digest. Returns a payment address where you need to send 
Bitcoins to have the document certified in the block chain, and the amount of 
bitcoins you need to send expressed in satoshis. 
 

2. https://www.proofofexistence.com/api/v1/status: Receives a digest and 
returns the status of that document. If the status is pending, you'll also get the 
payment address and price to confirm the document in the block chain. 
In the first Post request the payment address is returned with amount of Bitcoins you need to pay (for certain document) specified by proofofexistence.com and second POST request returns the status of the document in the block chain.   The approach in proofofexistence.com is to embed the SHA256 digest data inside a Bitcoin address and to get the transaction stored in the block chain and also to replace the public key associated with bitcoin address with arbitrary data which makes an un-spendable output called dust. proofofexistence.com spends amount of bitcoin and they are taken as transaction fee.  In this research we have used the open source code base of proofofexistence.com, but tried to API in blockchain.info [2] 
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where it was much easier to locate the OP_RETURN transactions. By using the blockchain.info API for wallet and using the proofofexsistance.com code base we use a novel way to register the document hash in the bitcoin block chain. It is using an actual transaction and embed the hash in an optional label along with the request. In this way hash will be registered in the block chain once the payment amount is payed.  
3.3.2 Bitcoin block chain Integration  

My Wallet API is used to post OP_RETURN transaction to Bitcoin network embedded with the document hash. My Wallet is a Bitcoin wallet application which is hosted in AWS (see figure: 10).  

 Figure 10: Proof of Existence Integration 
 Here are the steps followed to create the POST requests to the block chain.  1) Created a free online B [19] (see Figure: 11) 

 

 Figure 11: My Wallet 
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2) POST request to create a new pay address using  block chain wallet API[20]. 
https://blockchain.info/merchant/$guid/new_address?password=$main_
password&second_password=$second_password&label=$label  

$guid : Bitcoin wallet guid $main_password : Main My wallet password $second_password : Second My Wallet password if double encryption is enabled. $label : An optional label to attach to this address. It is recommended this is a human readable string e.g. "Order No: 1234". But in this research we have used the field to embed the message digest. 
3) Response is received with the address. 

{ "address" : "The Bitcoin Address Generated" , "label":  "Hash of the Document" }   4) Pay to the address which is returned by previous request. 
 

5) Configure HTTP Notification (see Figure: 12) in the Wallet to receive the 
HTTP callback responses when the payment is received. 

 

 
Figure 12 : My Wallet Callback Configuration 

      6) Parameters will be supplied by a HTTP GET request and call back server should 
respond with test *ok* [20]. 

$value : Value of the payment received in satoshi  
$transaction_hash : Transaction hash. 
$input_address : Bitcoin address that received the transaction. 
$Confirmations : Number of confirmations of this transaction. 
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Proof of existence data is stored in the bixProofContent table of the bixSystem_db.  The table columns are: 
digest  file sha256 check sum 
status  file status, the value 

 
pay_address  payment bitcoin address 
price  payment price 
txstamp  payment transaction date, the value is null before payment 
transaction  payment transaction identifier, the value is null before payment 

 
Additional parameters were introduced to the BIXConfiguration.file: 

Blockchain_GUID  Blockchain GUID 
Blockchain_MainPassword  Blockchain main password 
Blockchain_SecondPassword  Blockchain second password (must be 
commented if empty) 
Blockchain_PaymentPrice  Minimal payment price (in mBTC) 
Blockchain_CheckTokenValue  Security  added to 
blockchain http callback settings (e.g. token=3fe2ce5f-ae0b-44b0-9cb6-
dad048162bbe) as an added security feature to validate the callback response.  
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Chapter 4: Implementation 
 This chapter provide a short overview of the implemented system in this research. Implementation is mainly focused on three directions. They are mainly creating proxy based system to share files using PKI based security architecture, Integration of third party storage by the means of Google Drive and proof of existence of a document using Bitcoin public ledger technology.  
4.1 User Registration 

Users are registered to the system using email address as user name and email password (see Figure: 13). In this step required certificates were downloaded to user folder by communication with the CA.  

 Figure 13: BIX user registration 
 
4.2 User Login  
 User can login using the email address and password (see Figure: 14).  

 Figure 14: BIX user login 
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4.3 Upload Documents 
User can upload the documents using the upload icon (see Figure: 15). User is resented with three options. The owner icon would show that the document belong to the user uploaded the document. 1) File Storage & Sharing - User can select to share the document local proxy server, GoogleDthird option is allowed where file is checked for proof of existence. 2) Encryption  User can select the option to encrypt the file or not. 3) Proof of Content/Existence  User can select Yes or No to send the document to the Bitcoin network. 

 

 Figure 15 : BIX upload documents 
 
4.4 Share Documents 

Once uploaded user can select a specific document and share the document with registered users (see Figure: 16). Registered user list would be displayed and user can select which user/  needs to have access to the document.  

 Figure 16 : BIX share documents 
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4.5 Delete Documents 
Owner can delete the document (see Figure: 17). If the document is shared with users then owner is presented with a warning but owner have rights to delete the file.  

 Figure 17 : BIX delete documents 
 
4.6 Download Documents 

Owner and shared users can download a specific document (see Figure: 18). The file will be decrypted and downloaded and users can save the file.  

  
Figure 18 : BIX download documents 
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4.7 Certify for Proof of Existence 
 If the proof of existence is selected when uploading the document then the hash of the document is posted to the Bitcoin network as an OP_RETURN transaction. And user can expand the docu(see Figure: 19)configured in the configuration file (But minimum transaction fee should be met). User can pay the transaction fee and once it is paid callback response from the Bitcoin network (see Figure: 20) as confirmed which would be the first confirmation within 10 min.  

 Figure 19 : BIX Proof of Existence  Registration of Document 
  

 Figure 20: BIX Proof of Existence  Confirmation of Document 
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If system administrator logins to the My Wallet account configured in the BIX configuration file it would be visible that the hash is embedded in to the transaction. (see Figure: 21)  

 Figure 21 : Transaction in My Wallet 
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Chapter 5: Recommendations and Future Work 
 This chapter provides a short overview of the recommendations and future work which can be beneficial for future research.   
5.1 Recommendations  

In this research when sharing documents with other users, the original document to secure the documents. When an authorized user try to download a document, the system would find 
scheme would be vulnerable to security issues, since when an authorized user is logged in to the system, system would still have access to owner and other user certificates which 
shared file key based encryption/decryption technique described below which has advantages when dealing with large documents. The proposed scheme is as follows;   When user A upload the document; a. User A(UA) uploads a document (D1), and a 32 bit random file key (FD1) is 

generated. 
b. The file key(FD1  (UA.PUk)  
c. The document is encrypted with file key (FD1) and stored in the system 

When User A (UA) wants to download the file;  d. User A (UA) needs to decrypt the file key (FD1(UA.PRk). 
e. Then the document (D1) is decrypted using the file key (FD1).  

When user A(UA)  shares the file with User B(UB)  and User C(UC); f. The file key(FD1) is encrypted with each Users public keys (UA.PUk | UB.PUk | UC.PUk) and stored in the DB 
g. When User C (UC) wants to download the document (D1), then user C(UC) 

would use his private key(UC.PUk) to decrypt the file key(FD1) and 
document(D1) will be decrypted using the file key(D1). 

Another drawback in the current implementation is that documents are stored in a directory structure. Where there is no option to full text search, versioning, or at least save a document with the same name. Recommendation is to use a content repository system to store the files and the current application can be enhanced for example to store the versions of documents and add search functionalit [21] is an open source repository that can be used easily and this would help in terms of scalability and performance with version control and search functionality to the documents repository.   
5.2 Future Work 

System was designed so that users would have privileges to upload and download documents. However, there are emerging application scenarios that demand digital content and user with different privileges[22]. So to achieve collaborative environment for the users it is proposed that we add permission levels such as preview, edit, view and add comments etc. and this would mean that we need to opt to attribute-based hierarchical cryptographic key management solution.   
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One disadvantage of the current system is that in order to use documents, authorized users must decrypt and download them. This introduces vulnerability of sensitive documents stored in clear on multiple (users) workstations. Another risk which this solution is that users are in possession of sensitive documents, which represents a problem when they leave the company or lose their authorization. One solution for this s when uploading them or authorizing users. In that case documents are still accessible to the authorized users, but cannot be downloaded. For this scheme to work the server must be loaded with applications to use documents and on execution must be created to decrypt documents on the fly when accessed or used by their corresponding applications. Current system was designed to store the documents in local proxy server or in a remote could storage like GoogleDrive. This was done so that in the future document classification can be automated using metadata when uploading a document. This would increase the control to protected data when storing and adhere to data security policy of a particular organization.  Secret or sensitive documents can be automated to be stored in the proxy server internally behind the firewall while general public documents can be routed to public servers like GoogleDrive even without encryption, where some organizations depend on searching for data which can be difficult with encrypted storage.     
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